
The et/4y of logic, of mathematics, of the natural matelot's, of

the gonerelising human sciences such as economics, pothdoill• socioleg,

all have aoeustomed us to a style and mode of thought, in whioh controls

are constantly and explieitly applied. Terms are defined, assumvtions

are expressed and acknowledged, hypotheses are forisulated and verified,

conclusions are drawn in &mord with logical paradigms. Snob constant

and explioit control has made this type of thought quite well known, quite

easily objectified, quite readily spoken about. Let us name it the

SyStOMAtie type, and let us go on to consider two further types of intell.

actual dewsloment that exist and funotion but easily are overlooked: I

refer to the commonsenso type and the scholarly.

Commonsense intelltgenoe is marked by spontaneity. There is

spontaneous inquiry, the cascade of questions from the child, the alert

wonder of the boy, the dharp-eyvi attention of the adult. There is the

spontaneous accumulation of insightss an answer to one gnostical only

generate* more questionss to speak or sot on the basis of what we have

understood reveals the inadequacy of our insights, and that revelation

leads to further inquiry and fuller insight. There is the spontaneous

proms of teaching and learning. Not only are*. born with a natural

dosing to inquire and understand, but also vs are born into a amenity

with an accumulated common fund of tested answers. So we watch others do

things, try to do as much ourselves, fail, watch 'gain and try again, until

practice maims perfect.

BO it one asks what is the content of that oosmoo aecomdlatien



and eommon store, one mast not expect an answer in terms cd"dadinitions,

postulates, and inferences. The Athenians depicted in Plates early

dialogues knew quite well stet they meant by courage, sobriety. Natio*.

knowledge. But neither they nor Socrates were able to arrive at univers-

ally valid definitions. And when eventually definitions were achieved,

as in the Nicomachean Ethics, thought had shifted from the commonsense

Into the systematic mode. Again, ommon sense doss not express itself in

universallyrvalid propositions. Its accumulated wisdom is set forth in

proverb*, and proverbs are not universal rules but rather pieces of advice

that commonly it is well to bear in mind. Like the rules of grammar,

proverbs admit exceptions and, often enough, the existence of exceptions

is marked by a oontrary proverb. "Strike the iron while it is hot" and

*Hs who hesitates is lost" are completed rather than opposed by ',Look

before you leap." Again, it has been thought that common sense proceeds

by analogy. But its analogies resemble, not the logician's argument

from analogy, but rather Joan Piaget's adaptation, which consists of two

parts, first, assimilation that brings into play operations that were

successful in a somewhat similar case and, secondly, an adjustment that

takes into amount the differences between the earlier and the present

task.

Indeed. Piaget's conception of learning as the accumulation and
adaptations

grouping ofeakataigame bringe to light a basic characteristic of oommon

sense. It is open-ended, on-going, ever Wing further adjustments. For

it is the specialisation of human intelligence in the realm of the

particuler and the concrete. The particular and the oonorete are almost

endlessly variable. The man of common 804$0 is the man that sines up each
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new situation and, if it differs significantly, adds the insight that will

guide the right adjustment to acquired routines.

Further, it is this open-ended, on-going character of commonsense

intelligence that differentiates it from systematic intelligence. Know-

ledge that can be packaged in definitions, postulates, and deductions is

knowledge that is rounded-off, complete, finished. To insert further

insights in a system really is to scrap it and replace it by a now

systematisation. But oommonsense intelligence is a habitual aommulation

of insights that provides only a nucleus or core to which further insights

must be added before one speaks or acts. And that nucleus is not some

system of general truths. Bather it is like some multiple-purpose and

multiply-adjustable tool that can be employed in all sorts of mays but

never is actually to be employed without the appropriate adjustment being

made.

Finally, common sense is not some one thing common to all mankind.

It is endlessly variable. &oh region, each locality, each languages

each class, each occupation, each generation tends to develop its own

brand. The man of common sense is ready to speak and aot appropriately

in any of the situations that oommonly arise in himikilieu. But he also

knows that others do not share all his ideas, and he comes to know haw

they will speak and act in the situations in which they find themselves.

If into his circle of acquaintances there comes a stranger, then the

stranger it strange because his ways of speaking and acting are governed

by' another, =familial+ baand of oommon sense. Inversely, when on. migrates

from one's original milieu, moves to another city, takes a new job, enters

a new circle of acquaintances, then one must be ready to do in Rome what'
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the Memos do. One has to remodel one's common sense and, to do so, one

must move slowly, be ever on the alert, diecovorlOCat has to be done to
others

remove from others the strangeness they IMMO, the surprise they feels

the impression they have that this is odd, that out of place, and the

other inept.

Let us now tuwn from the oommonsense to the scholarly type of

intellectual development, the development oharaoteristic of the man of

letters, the linguist, the exegete, the historian. Like the systematio

thinker, the scholar moves out of his immediate environment and is

concerned with matters that ostensibly are of no practical interest. But

unlike the eystematio thinker and like the man of common sense, the

scholar does not atm at knowledge that oan be packaged in definitions,

postulates, and inferenoes. Rather he in concerned to enter the milieu

and to understand the ways of thinking, speaking, acting of another real

or fictitious place and time. To use the language of Prof. GlIamer in

his great work, Wahrheit und Metho* scholarship is a matter of

HO,Apoptyerschnitlfunz, of merging or fusing horizons. It is aflutter of

retaining the common sense that guides one's own speaking and acting and

that interprets the words and deeds of other people in one's milieu and,

none the less, acquiring the ability of interpreting the words and deeds

of other people, reel or fictitious, of another, often remote$ Place

and time. For the scholar, as it wore, lives in two worlds, Ramses

two horizons. He is not an anachronist reading contemporary oommon

sense into the pie and he is not an archaist employing an ancient comma

sense in contemporary speech and action. To be neither, neither an

anachronist nor an arehaist, he must both retain the common sense of his own place



and time and, as well, develop the an sense of another gam and Um.

Sew the merging or fusing of a consomme and a soholarly horisen

is not the only case of such merging. Commonsense and soientific undev.

standing can merge to give us teohnicians. Scholarly and sal...attic

understanding can merge to apply modern economics to the understanding of

ancient eopires. But it is the merging of commonsense and soholarly

horizons that, I think, stands most in mod of elucidation. So I propose

to select one of the scholar's tasks, that of interpretation, of emgesis,

of mereotly understanding an author's meaning. On the general character

of dooumente to be interpreted I shall be brief. I shall speak more

fully on the process of coming to understand what this author vu treating,

what precisely his words meant, what was his cast of mind and outlook,
may have

what finally in the interpreter himself lose boon blocking his undorstanding.

I shall closo with some account of the proximate and the remote criteria

that guide one's judgement on the accuracy of one's interpretation.

thenithe documents to be interpreted are, in moral, not

impressions of systematic thought. There is on abundant exegetical

literature on the simple gospels but, as Prof. Castelli has pointed out.

there Is little or none on Euclid's Mookto. The reason for this is not

hard to fathom. A loystemstio work defines its terms, sets forth implicitly

its assumptions, andckaws its conclusions in accord with logical rules.

:n eo far as the systematic ideal is realised, there van be problems of

loaning, of oominc to uoderstand what the system propounds, but them are

not the problems of interpretation, prObloas that spring from obsoure

passages, in which little meaning io apparent, and from ambiguous wisps

for which more than one mooning comas to mind,
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Next, there are tour ways in ehieb the interpreter ha* to deweloe

his understandings he has to understand the *lag with which the document

dudes he has to understand the word. that the document employes he has to

understand the sethor that ooeposed the dooument$ and finally habits to

understand himself.

The interpreter, then, has to understand the thing treated in the
text.

Jesof..A Casmonlyte will poison sech an =aerate:2(114g before considering

the text, fork* presumably will kno* the language in which the text is

written and the things to whioh the watts of that language refer. Still

such kftowledge is gaily general and potential. It will beets* particular

and actual only through a study of the text, But the point to be stressed

here is that the greater the interpreter's experienoa, the more oultivated

his understanding, the better balanced his judge/lento and the Mire

delicate his (*petiteness the greater will be the likelihood that ha will

hit upon the meaning intended by the author.
a

In saying this I am, of course, rejecting tchoven-known and
principle	 the principle

frequently repeate4/Vadaa4ptf the empty head. According to this

principle if one is to practice not asepsis but exegesis, if one is net

to read into the text what is not there, it one is not to settle in

124911 fashion what the text meat mean no matter -what it sem than me

must just drop all preconceptions of every kind, attend simply to the text,

see all that there in and railing that is not there, allow the father to

speak for himself, allow his to be hie on interpreter.

NOW such contentions are both Kitt and wen', They are right in

so fer as they impegn a vell-ham evils interpreters vow *sear tmPate



to authors opinions that the author* Mier entertained. Ett they are

wrong in the remedy they propose, for they take it for panted that the

interpreter has only to take a good look at a text And !loyal nee whet is

there. That is quite mastaken. It rests on a naive intuitionism. So

far from taeding the complex task of coming to understand the thing, the

words, the author, and oneself, the principle of the empty'haa4 tdds

interpreters to forget their own viers and attend to what is out there.

]It all that is out there is a series of black marks on a white background.

AnytiAng over and above a reissue of the saw marks in the same order will

be mediated by the experience*, the understanding, tho judgement, And the

roeponaibility of the interpreter. The narrower his experience, the less

oultivated his understanding, the poorer his judgement, the more careless

he is shout his responsibilities, then the greater the likelihood thet he

will impute to the author an opinion the author never entertaaed. On

the other hand, the Weeder bd.- experience, the more developed his under-

standing, the better balanced his *gement, the keener his sense of

responsibility, then the greeter the likelihood that he will envisage all

possible interpretations and assign to each its appropriate degree of

probability.

Interpretation, then, is not lust 4 matter of looking at signs.

It is a matter of being guided by the SipS in a proem that moves tram

one's anteeedent general and potential knowledge to the consequent actual

knowledge of what a particular author meant In e given sentenoe, para.

graph, ohapter, or book. The greater one's initial resources, the

greater the likelihood that metal have the requisite general and pet*.

tial knowledge.



Besides understanding thetas", the interpreter must understand

the wide. SOw it does happen tht, when the writer meant P. the reader

thinks of Q. But in that ease, sooner or later, difficulty viii arise.

Not all that is true of P is also true of Q, and so the author will appear

to be ming what is false or even absurd.

At this point there comes to light the differenoe between the

interpreter and the oontroversialist. The latter will assmme that his

misunderstanding yields 4 warreet interpretation and he will proceed to

demonstrate the authoesnumerous errors and absurdities. Bat the

interpreter will consider the possibility that he himself is at fault.

He read further. He rereads. EVentualky he doable, on the possibility

that the writer was thinking not of Q but of P, and with that correotion

the meaning of the text becomes plain.

Nov this process can occur any =MN', of times. It is the self.

correcting process of learning. Data give rise to questions. Insights

suggest answers. Answers give rise to still further questions. Oteduelly

there is built up an =Immolation of insights that correct and complement

one another and that together fit the data like a glove fits a hand. Such

insights constitute one's understanding of the text, one's Antos,.

They are distinct tram the expression of tht understanding, which is one's

interpretation of the text, ono's A#slemen. Finally, both the understand-

ing and the interpretation are distinct from the judgement that one's

understanding and interpretation are correct.

Nov it is understanding that surmounts the hermeneutic' dials.

The meaning of a text is an intentional entity. It is aunity that is

unfolded through parts, oedipus, aboPtwroir foragraPho• vowdr• V. *an
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grasp the unity, the Whole, only through gasping the parts. At the some

time the parts are determined in their meaning by the whole which soh

part partially reveals. Bech is the hermeneutic cirols. Logically this

reolprocal dependenoe would oonstitute a vicious circle. Dot logic has

to do with conoopts and propositions, words and sentences. Understanding

is prelogical, preconceptual, prepropositional. One slows to understand

not by deducting but by a self-oorrecting prn3ess of learning tit spirals

into the meaning of the whole* using each nos part to fill out and

qualify and *moot the understanding reached in reading the earlier parts.

amiss of hermeneutics or exegesis list the points worth oonsidsv.

ins in one's efforts to arrive at an understanding of a text. Such are

an analysis of the composition of the text, the determination of the

author's papas° in writing, knowledge of the people for whoa hem's*,

of the occasion on which he wrote, of the nature of the linguistic, grammat-

ical, stylistic amens he employed. Hower, the main point about all such

rules is that one does not understand the text because OM has observed

the rules but one observes the rules to arrive at an understanding of the

teat. Observing the rules can be no more than the pedantry of the Obtuse.

The essential observance is to note one's every failure to understand

clearly and exactly and to sustain one's reading and rereading until one's

inventiveness or good look have eliminated all one's failures in **spirt

hension.

%Ades understanding the thing and the words, one may have the

task of understanding the author. When the swim of a text is plain,

then Itathe author and his words we understand the thing to which his

words peter. When a simple misunderstanding poonvit as when the reader



thinks of Q when the author meant 10, then the marreetion is affected by

sustained rereading and thventiveness. at there are more diffloult

oases. Thou a first reading yields a little understanding and a host of

pussies. A second reading yields verr little more understanding and 4

fir greater, number of pussies. There has emerged the problem of under'

standing not only the thing and the lords but also the author himself, his

nation, language, time, culture, way of life, and oast of mind.

How the self-correcting process of learning, the prooess of

questions leading to insights and answers, and answers leading to still

further questions, is the manner in whiab we acquire not only the **der"
that informs our own speaking and acting but also the understanding

•tanding,that apprehands the different woe in mhiCh otherelspeak and act.

Evan with our contemporaries with the same language, culture, and station

in life, we not only understand things with them but also understand

things in our own way and, at the same time, their different way of

understanding the same things. We can remark that a phrase or an action

is "Just liko you." By that VC mean that the phrase or (lotion fits in,

not with our own way of understanding things, but with our omnway of
others

understanding the imay/rrunderstand. But just as we can come to an

understanding of our fellows* understanding, a commonsense *asp of the

ways we understand not with them but them, so too the same process earn

be pushed to a far fuller development, and then the self-correcting

prooess takes us out of our milieu and brings us to some understanding of

the common sense of another place and time, another culture and oast of

mind. Dot in this case the process of questions leading to insights and

answers, and of answers generating ever mosaquestions, is tho almost

life-long business of becoming 4 scholar, of becoming a psrson in wilieh
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two habeas mem, the horizon of oontesporary mom sense opened sut

and extended to inolude without eentlasion the hortson of the mows sense

of another plane and time.

Besides mnderstanding the thing, thews* and time author, am

interpreter may be ohallenged to an uieferstanding of himself. Forth*

major texts, therelassios, in letters, in history, in philosophy, in

religion, in thonlory. not only are beyond the initial horizon of their

interpreters but alio may demand of the interpreters an intslleotual, or

moral, or religious emersion.

In such a ease the interpreter's initial knowledge of the thimg,

the object, treated in the document, is just inadequate. He will otos

to know it only by pushing the self•oorreating prows of learning to

ranrolution in his OM outlook. He can suooeed in finding an autherts

smvelength and looking an to it 001F W effecting a radionl change in

himself. It is not so mob that his previous tanderstauang of mows was

mistaken as that he has to give himself a MN self to be understood.

This is the existential dinension in the hermeneutioal problem.

It lies et the very root of the perennial divisions of mankind in their

views OA reality, morality, religion. Moreover, in so far an oonvenrion

is only the basic step,ineo faraa therereaatnethelaborofthintdng

out everything from the new and profounder viewpoint, there results the
Friedrich

oharaoteristio of the *lassie set forth by araterikehSahlegel and quoted

by Prof. Clad/war (p. 2%4 n. 2)1 "A classic is a writing that is newer

My understood. But the educated that keep *boating theme-veil Lbws

want to learn more from it."

Prom this existential dimwits there results a further *sped



of the problems centering in berswitsuties. The dkursies gonad • trod*

Mon. They create the milieu in which they are studied and interpreted.

They products in the reader through the cultural tradition the mentality,

the yErsteloggb from which they will be read, studied, interpreted.

Nov such a trattion may be genuine, authentic, along 000nsention of

insights, adjustment% re-interpretatiotwh that repeats the original

message afresh (eV each age. In that case the reader will calla* as

did the disciples on the way to Rams in the gospel of Luket *Did not

our harts burn within us, when he spoke on the way and *penal to us

the OorlPtureor (tk 241 32). On the ether hand, the tradition may be

unauthentic). It sear coniat in a watering-down of the original message,

in recasting it into terns and meanings that fit into the gumption

and convictions of those that have dodged the issue of wedical oonversion.

Its that case a genuine interpretation will be met with incredulity and

ridiattlet as was St. Paul when he preached in Rome and was led to quote

Isaisho *Go to this people and says you ail/ hear and hear but never

understandt you will look and look but never sees (Ado 28. 26).

I have presented my thought in terms of a sharp antithesis.

Reality is am aomplex. A cultural tradition will contain very maw

things, and each of theta may be authentic in NUM ways and unauthentic, in

others. Still this complexity is not the main issue. That lies in the

fact that merging horizons are a matter not only of the present moving

into the past but also of the past Wowing alive in the present and

challenging the assumptions both of the individual scholar and of the

tradition that has nurtured him.

We have considered the work of interpretation as owing to under*
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stand the Wage the nerds, the tether, and enseelf1 	 new wet a*

boo ens can tell *ether or net one's interpretation is oorreat. HOPS

one wet distinguish between the proximate and the remote criteria of

truth, and vs shall begin from the proximate.

The proximate criterion of the truth of an interpretation is

that no further relevant question. arise. For if there are no further

relevant questions, than there is no opportunity for further insights

wising, and if there is no opportunity for further insights arising,

then there is no opportunity for effeoting a correction of the wader.

•mending elm* attained.

However, the relevant questions usually are not the questions

that inspired the investigation. One bogies from one's own viewpoint,

from the interests, concerns, perposes one had prior to ones study of

the tort. But the study itself is a promo of learning. As one

learns, one discovere more and more the questions that concerned the

Author, the issues that confronted him, the problem hews trying to

solve, the material and methodical reeouroes at his disposal for solving

thou So bit by bit one comes to sot aside one's own initial interests

and concerns, to share evermore fully the interests and °encores of

the author, to reconstruct the context of his thought and speech.

Hut what precieelyla meant by the word, context? There are two

meanings. there is the heuristic meaning the lord has at the beginning

Of an investigation, and it tells where to look to find the *oaten.

There is the actual meaning the word acquires an onencres out at ones

Initial horizon and into the fuller view that includes a sigdfLoant part

of the author's.

' 	 . 	 . 	 .

• 7,1r-'•
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Tatittally then and heuristleally the content of the we'd is the

oenton:e. rim eantott of the sato** is the paragraph. The contact

At the paregraida is the 'chapter. The oontszt, of the chapter is the book.

The eontemt of the book is the author's immisemi&A his life and time%

the state of the question in his day, his problems, prospective readere•

mope and aim.

Aatually however aed eventua)ly context to the interweaving

of questions sad answers in limited groups. To answer any one question
g iv e

rill rise to further questions. To answer than will give rise to still

more. Alt while this process can recur a maims of times, while it would

go an indefinitely if OW keeps changing the topic, still it doss not go

on indefinitely an one and the same topic. Context then is a nest of

interlocked or intereoveu questions and =WM. It is limited inasmuch

as all the (pastime and ewers have a bearing, direct or indirect,

upon a single topic. Molly, because the context is limited, there mese

a, point When no further relevant questions Arles, and then there %merges

the possibility of judgement. For whin there are no further relayed

question*, there also is no opportunity for further Insights to occur

and thereby correct, qualify, complement, the insights already attained.

Still, vhst is this single topic that limits the set of relevant

questions and answers? As the distinction betweenlhe heuristics or initial

and the acittal or eventual conteet makes plain, this topic is somethiog

to be disoovered in the merge of the investigation. By persistence or

good luck or both one hits upon some element in the intemoven set of

questions and answers. One follows ap one's dismay by further questions.

Sooner or later one hits upon Am* other element, then several more. There



is a period in each insights naltiply at a great sete, when ones

perspestives are oonstantly being reviewed, enlarged, qualified, refined.

One Pooh.g a point where the overall vim wow, when other anspanents

fit into the picture in a subcodinate manner, when further questions

yield ever diminishing returns, when one oan say Just what was going

forward and back up one's statement with multitudinous evidence.

The single topic, them, lienmething that aan be indicated gee*

ovally in a phrase or too yet unfolded in an often enonecusly maples

est of obi:ordinate and interconnected questions and answers. One resehes

that set by striving persistently to understand the object, to understand

the words, to understand the author, and to understand oneself. The kw

0403088 is to keep adverting to what as yet has not been understood,

for there lies the source of further questions, and to hit upon the

questions directs attention to the parts of the text where answers way

be hand. $o 11.4. Collingwood has praised ".. the famous advice of Lord

Anton, 'study problems not periods." o Prof% Miaow has praised

C011ingwoodis ineistenoe that knowledge consists, not just in propositions,

tot in amain to questions, so that to understand the answers one mast

knot the questions as well. My own point, however, is not simply the

Interconnection of questions and answers but rather the feat that such

interconnection comes in limited blocks, that one arrives at a margin

*ere there are no further questions relevant to a given topic, that at

that margin one can recognise one's task as completed and pronounce one's

interpretation as probable, as highly probable, in one respects, Outs"

as aertein.

In general, an interpreter's judgement will be =awed. It really
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there wow, further relevant (Alsatians on anyeepect of the matter,

then his judgement would to certain. Det it °sub* that further relevaet

gOeetiens emist to rhich he does not *Avert, and this possitaitywonsels

modeuty. Again, tt on happen that be does advert to further relevant

questions but has failed to find answers to them ands in this ease, the
49 or of

forWmn.questions maybe :wormy, of central interest et peripheral

concesm it is thin range of possibilities that leads interpreters to

speak with greater or less confidence and with many careful distinctione

between the mom probable and the lees prolmoblo elements in their

interpretation.

So nuah for the proximate criterion of the truth of an inter*

pretatiou. There remains the remote criterions a matter on which, inhere

slreedy touohed when speaking of the existemtial component in the

interpreter's understanding. Mt to treat the matter a little more fully,

let we go back to our initial °entreat between the systematic, the common-

sense, and the soholarly development of underatarding. llow the systematic

type, precisely in the measure that it suoceeds in getting all assumptions

Out in the epee and all prooedures undo, controls aohieves a detached and

impersonal oharacter. What is supposed, (Wee not depend on ehat so-and-

so's teachers taught him or on what he thinks they taught him. Wbat is

done, is not sUbject to the bias that would be imposed by the past devel-

opment, the values, the goals, the feelings of this or that individual.

In briefs when 4 system errs, it doss sepnot aceidentally but systematioally.

In contrasts the oommonsense type of development is one's projeat

in living, one's making oneself what one is to be. It is cognitive of

one's mead, in communication with one's fellow', practical. 	 ough it



on* is sharing and adapting a oulteral %Witten that was Wilt up over

the milled*. Of that tradition one has no full and pretties inventory of
store.

its setre.t, lath respect to it one has no mode of control over and above

the oemsonsense process of spontaneous inquiry, spontaneously occalleatimit

insights, spontaneously teaching and learning. In that spontaneous
advance

developed each min dinealepmentile a function, not of poise elluiPtions

and procedures, bat rather of the total apperceptive mass that has

resulted from an previous acquisitions of insight, Since the errors eir

system are systematic, a ease can be made for the use of Cartesian methodic

doubt in the ocnotruation of a philosophio or scientific system. But the

+controls of =mon cense are not explicit but impliciti they are irmanent

and operative in our being attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible.

If we have gone astray, if the tradition we have inherited has gone astray,

doobting werything is no nalutice, for that would only rem* us to a

second ohildhood. We have no choice but to follow the advice of John

Henry Naomi — to accept ourselves as we are and by dint of constant and

persevering attention, intelligence, reasonableness, responsibility, strive

to expand what is true and force out what is mistaken in viore that we have

inherited or spontamously developed.

There remains the third development of human inte/ligence, the

scholarly, In its essentials this development resembles not the systematic

but the commonsense type. But if it is °moaned with the words and deeds

of individuals or groups, if it aiate at an understanding of the particular

and concrete, ig it leaves to the systematisers to proclaim any universal

truths for whioh scholarship provides the evidence, still it is withal's=
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fres the harly*borly of woodsy living, it eau forget the passions of the

present without entering into the passiona of the past, end the melts

reached by an gilder will be checked not only to his peers but aloe 11
the results

tkopt,survive, by their 111030.4110/41. Besides the systematic tradition and

the COMBIONIMIO tradition, there also is the soholarly. All three 4413

suffer 4m:edemas and decay. But it is the scholarly that can migrate to

esrlier times, that eon discern their truth and error, their valmesrumd

aberrations, that can be ohallenged by the past to criticise the present

and, through that criticism, provoke a renewal. It is through emWh

renewals that is to be met the remote criterion of truth, the criterion

that co/mists to the twofold authentioity -- the authentieity of the

tradition one has inherited and the authentioity of one's own assimilatLen

of it.
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